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LET’S TACO ABOUT STORIES
Plot (Shell) Theme (Protein)

Events of the story
LOVE THAT DOG
by Sharon Creech

Message(s) of the story

Primary

•

Dealing with grief at a
young age (death of Jack’s
dog, Sky)

Jack, a student, learns
to write poetry in Mrs.
Stretchberry’s class. He Secondary
learns to really love it— • Forms and beauty of
so much that he gets a
writing (Jack discovering
famous poet, Walter
various methods of poetry
Dean Myers, to come to
and how poetry can
his school. Jack ends up
describe emotion)
rewriting a Myers poem
to honor Sky, Jack’s
dog, who died the
previous summer.
Taco about your favorite book here

Style (Toppings)

How the author tells the story

•

Prose: Creech uses Free Verse Narrative,
which reflects the poetry theme of the
book and pulls the reader along.

•

POV: Creech tells the story entirely
through Jack’s one-sided conversation
with and writings to other characters.

•

Dialogue: Jack’s conversations convey his
sense of humor, but also a sensitive
emotional state about “boys not writing
poetry” and his sadness over Sky’s death.

•

Timing: Creech uses days of the school
year instead of chapter titles, which leaves
us wanting to know more while moving
the story along quickly.
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Style (toppings)
•
•
•
•

How the author tells the story
Voice, POV, timing, twists, and prose
Gives the story flair
Entices the reader to want more

Theme(s) (protein)
•
•

•

“Meat” of the story—
what it’s really about
Examples: friendship,
survival, identify, grief,
search for
meaning/love
Careful not to add too
many or things get
complicated/weird

Plot (shell)
•
•
•
•
•

What actually happens
The structure and foundation of the entire
story that everything rests on
Probably the MOST IMPORTANT part (and
sometimes the hardest)
Needs help to be interesting

Breaking down story
elements can help you
assemble your own
ideas for a great story.

